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THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN IN

SOPHOCLES

PAET I

Distribution and Proportion

It has been said that the world needs not so much to be

instructed as to be reminded. It is in this spirit that these

statistics on the distribution and proportion of the demonstrative

pronouns in Sophocles are presented.

This paper on oCto?, SSe and e'/cetw (the traditional order

in the grammars) grew out of some remarks by Professor Gilder-

sleeve in divers places in The American Journal of Philology,

in which he desiderated more definite information about these

pronouns. Perhaps, therefore, it will not be amiss to quote the

passages in full.

"Ovto? is the universal demonstrative; the others are all par

ticular; it is the regular antecedent of the relative, and with it

the relative is 'that.' With the others, SSe and iKeivos, it is

rather ' who ' or ' which.' In practical use SSe sets up an

opposition to oCtos, gets to itself the connotation of the important

first person, but it is only in dramatic style that SSe can make-

head against ovros, and it is the large use of SSe that gives so

much of the conversational tone to Herodotus. To be sure,

4/ceZvos gives bulk, gives weight, but it lacks precision. It is a

'yon,' which is as vague as the next world to which it is always

assigned, and great hulking demonstrative that it is, it needs

the guidance of SSe and oi5to?, oiJto? e/cetiw, SS' eKctvo? eya>.

All these are the commonplaces of grammar. But, of late, scholars

have thought it worth while to watch the usage of so familiar

a pronoun as otros in the Attic orators, and have formulated

3



4 Charles W. Bain

delicate regularities unformulated before ; 1 and a theory as to

the composition of the works of Thukydides has been based on

the shifting position of 8Se, on o iroXefios oSe and oSe 6 tt6\€/j,os. 2

' This ' and ' that ' in English are not so simple as might be

supposed. Foreigners do not always master them perfectly; a

German friend of mine always said ' one of those days,' and the

use of este and ese is said to be the Spanish shibboleth. No one,

however blunt his senses, is indifferent to the fhi*i t in oSt and

ourofft, and it is not unprofitable to train the perceptions to

catch the difference." (A. J. P. xxxin, p. 124.)

And again :

" For instance, o5to? in the Antigone yields only 42 per cent,

as against 58 for 5& : in the Prometheus ovto? is to SSe as 29

to 71. In the Orestes o5to? : oSe : : 23 : 77, and in the I. T.,

there are four times as many oSes as o5to?'s (A. J. P. xxvn,

327), so that a mechanical soul might be tempted to suspect the

iambic metre, in which SSe has manifestly a great advantage

over o5to?. SSe yields a great array of trochaic forms and con

venient monosyllables against the beggarly account of o5to?,

tovtov, tout(o), ravr(a). Add the gesture of the stage, the shift

of outo? and SSe, say, from the right hand to the left, and the

thing becomes perfectly simple, if it were not for Aristophanes.

But a glance at the old Caravella index of Aristophanes will

effectually dispel any illusion as to the predominance of oSe in

iambic metre. Iambic metre may delight in words with a short

penult, but there are other considerations besides metri causa;

and crimes are committed in the name of metrical slavery as

well as in the name of civil liberty. . . .

" But not to dwell on such <$>\vapiai, to use a mild expression,

the contrast in numbers between SSe and oCto? in tragedy and

comedy is sensible enough, but it would be dangerous to generalize

as to the contrast in usage. True, we should expect greater exact

ness in comedy, as comedy comes nearer to real life, but even in

1 See Blass, Rh. Mus. Vol. xliv, A. J. P. xi, 107.

3 See Herbst as summarized in A. J. P. i, 241.
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conventional ranges of prose, the shifts between oSe and o5to?

give trouble. They have given trouble to the latest commentator

of Isaios. See Wyse on Isai. 4. 3. 3. ovrov is prevalently 'the

party of the other part,' but oSe may be ' our friend, the enemy/

' our dearest foe,' and so = o5to?. At all events, I must say to

myself fierairotyo-ov and for dramatic read tragic." (A. J. P.

xxix, 375.)

And finally:

"OCto? the dominant dem. comes early, e/eetiw is not un

common, but where is oSe, to which the grammars give the

second place in the familiar group? But oSe is a very uncertain

quantity (A. J. P. xxin, 124). It belongs chiefly to dramatic

literature, where it sometimes abounds to the overwhelming of

oSto? and e«ew, which elsewhere override or efface it. In

Eur. I. T., for instance, 8Se outnumbers oSto? four times, and

there is a mere trace of iiceivo<;. The use, the proportion and

the distribution of these demonstratives have not received the

attention due." (A. J. P. xxvn, 327.)

These passages illustrate clearly the need and scope of such a

study and are full of information and suggestion.

My first intention was to begin with a study of the use of

these pronouns, but I saw at once that such a study would be

futile without first collecting the statistics as to the distribution

and proportion. It is, therefore, this first part of my investigation

that is here presented.

It is needless for me to enumerate the usages of these pronouns

at present. One matter, however, is so material to the paper that

I must speak of it in detail, for I purpose to show that metrical

considerations must have had some influence, within certain limits,

in determining which pronoun should be used on certain occasions

and in certain positions. It is not, of course, meant to imply

that the great dramatic poets were bound by any narrow limits

of metre to alter their thought, vary their words, misuse their

grammar or do violence to their vocabulary, but, just as in all

life, there is a curve of least resistance, which we all tend to

follow, so in iambic metre of tragedy, there are certain positions,
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which one or the other pronoun falls into the more easily, and

which give a pleasanter cadence to the verse. Nor is it intended

to imply that the poet was on any occasion forced to use any

individual pronoun, but only to show that certain forms can fill

certain positions and that in the one pronoun, SSe, more forms

can fall into more positions than in the other, oItos. For example,

SSe, r6Se, rdSe with or without elision, could be used in the sixth

foot as a mere tag-piece of the verse, and consequently we find

it very largely so used; while oCto?,1 which could be used only

in the forms tovto and ravra and then only with elision of the

final vowel in the last half of the foot, occurs only once (Oed. Tyr.,

332). As elision at the end of the verse is generally 2 denied

for the other tragic poets it is to be presumed that this is an

unique instance in tragedy. It is hardly to be doubted that the

great divergence in use here is influenced more or less by metrical

considerations. The absolutely determining reasons for the usage

will be presented in a later paper.

In the initial foot of Ajax 119, tovtov is used. If we consider

metrical grounds alone rovSe could not stand here. Yet Ajax

is present now and is surely of no less importance to the speakers

than before, and it would seem that the poet, if he had wished,

might have used rovSe in referring to him in the sense of this

man here, this man of whom we are speaking, with a look at

him or a gesture of the hand, for it is generally acknowledged

that SSe can be used when the speaker appropriates to himself

something that is of the second or third person, something that

is important.3 As for instance in 39 and 77, SSe is used of Ajax,

though absent and in his tent and though he has been previously

mentioned, because the lively and emotional concern of the speaker

brings him within the sphere of the speaker. In fact, throughout

this scene the absent Ajax is referred to by three different pro

nouns. It is to be noted that his name is mentioned in verse 4:

"Comedy was not so limited; the deictic t allows oiiroal, etc. to stand

in the 6th foot.

3 Compare, however, Bates on Eurip. Iph. Tour. App. § 3 v. 98.

• Ktthner-Gerth, § 467. 4.
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koI vvv iiri (TKrjpaK ae vavTucaU 6p&

AiavTOs, ev6a rdgiv layaTqv eyei

and that no change is made in the relative positions of Ajax and

the speakers, Athene and Odysseus.

Yet immediately afterwards in line 6 we have,

tyyn tc1 Keivov veo%dpax6', ottos iSrjs

where we might have expected the anaphoric tovtov but for the

fact of his absence. In line 20 Athene again refers to him with

Kelvov and in 28 with iKeiv<p, but in 39 she immediately changes

and refers to him with rov&e. It will be observed that metrically

neither tovtov nor Keivov could be used here. Jebb translates

the rovSe ' yon man/ putting him off in the dim distance as if

Kelvou had been used and does not deem the passage of sufficient

importance to warrant a note. Shall we call this rovSe emphatic ?

Shall we call it anaphoric ? Is it used for emphasis, while rama

in the same verse is anaphoric? Or shall we dare say metrical

considerations, the emphatic position after the caesura, the beloved

position (cf. p. 24) had some influence in determining the

pronoun? Frankly, Ajax seems of no more importance, seems

to need no more emphasis here than above, and this use of SSe

is perhaps best explained by the wider use to be spoken of later.

In 77 again Athene uses o8e of Ajax, who, though still absent

and in his tent, may be considered to be nearer in thought, but

it is also worthy of note that it is used in the first half of the

sixth foot, where neither oCto? nor Kelvos could be used.

In 80 Odysseus now takes him up and uses tovtov in the third

foot, and it must again be noted that roVSe could not be used here

on metrical grounds. This tovtov might be explained as anaphoric,

but we are justified in supposing that Odysseus is here labouring

under deep emotion, as is shown by the entire passage. In this

case, then, we should expect Ajax to be of the highest importance,

to be well within the intellectual sphere of the speaker and the

lively fear rather than fancy of Odysseus to be enough to justify

SSe if it could have been used on metrical grounds.
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Ajax is absent all the time and the conditions physically have

undergone no change. We may explain these occurrences by

emphatic, by anaphoric or what not, but the truth is, there seem

to be many passages which these categorical terms do not satisfy.

Emphasis for instance is easily obtained by a little pressure and

may lie in any of the pronouns. For example, Horn. Iliad n, 37,

'<t>f} yap o -y' alprpeiv Ylpt.dfiov iro\iv ijfiarc /cetVeo

in which Leaf does not see anything worthy of a note. Sterrett,

however, translates, " that very," and Seymour following Ameis-

Hentze says, "emphatic," while Faesi makes no comment. What

gives it its emphasis? Position at the end of the verse? rq>Se

could have been used here as well.

Again in Eur. I. T. 62, we read:

irapovo-' airovri, ravra yap Svvaifie6' av,

where Flagg correctly notes the ravra as emphatic, but neither

Weeklein nor Bates makes any comment. It is to be noted here

that ra.Se could not be used on metrical grounds and that too in

a play in which Professor Gildersleeve counts four times as many

SSe's as ovros's. What makes ravra emphatic? Its position in

the third foot after the caesura? I should certainly say so.

Thus it will be seen that on occasion both e/cetpo? and o5to?

may assume the important role of emphasis, and that this term

is too vague to satisfy us as the only condition of the use of

this or that pronoun.

Anaphoric is again too vague a term, for all the pronouns

demonstrative can be used anaphorically.

In the Antigone 189 we find:

fjS' iarlv r) amtpvaa, Kal ravrrjs em, etc.

where ravrt}s resumes fjS' or is anaphoric of fjfS', but both are

anaphoric of %0ov<S<:.

While in Antigone 296 we read
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tovto Kai 7roXet9

irop0ei, to'o"' avSpai i^aviarijaiv So/mov

to'S* i/cSiSdaKei Kai irapaXdaaei q^pevas

where r6S' resumes tovto while both are anaphoric of vo/jnafia

preceding.

It would seem therefore that either pronoun is anaphoric on

occasion. This state of affairs, when the two pronouns are used

with reference to the same word, Kuhner-Gerth (§ 467. 4) explain

by the relation of emphasis for oSe, anaphora for ovros. For

convenience the passage is quoted in full : " Auch konnen beide

Pronomen: oSe und oCto? auf einen und denselben Gegenstand

hindeutend, oSe denselben emphatiseh vergegenwartigend, oCtos

auf denselben bloss hinweisend: SSe . . . o5to? verhalten sich

gleichsam wie Arsis und Thesis, o5to<? . . . oSe wie Thesis und

Arsis," quoting the two examples given above and several others.

We might add Eur. Med. 1046 as an example of the first class.1

It is very doubtful whether this relation always holds good, for,

as said above, emphasis is a subtle thing and can be elicited with

very little pressure. "OSe which " gets to itself the connotation

of the important first person," by virtue of this connotation,

becomes emphatic, but, it seems to me, that ovtov, notwithstanding

the " opposition " which " oSe sets up to it " also is tyrant enough

to seize the throne of emphasis when need be and by its position

in the verse, by its use with the stronger clause, gets for itself

as much emphasis as oSe and at times more.

In the Antigone 296, for example, I feel tovto as stronger than

roSe by its position at the head of the sentence, by its position

after the caesura and by its association with the stronger and

larger element Tro'Xet? | irop6el, each word of which clause is more

*Cf. also Aesch. Ag. 1434, 1442 and 1447, where SSe is used of the

dead Agamemnon with 1438 where oDtos is used of the same person;

there seems to be no question of emphasis. It is to be observed that in

the first examples oCrot or ixetvot could not be used and in 1438 SSe

could not be used on metrical grounds.
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or less emphatic, a point that can not, however, be pressed, as they

can hardly occupy other positions.

In Antigone 64

ejretra $' ovveK' op^o'/xecr^' e'/c KpeiaaSwov

Ka\ tovt' aKoveiv Kan T&vS' aKyiova 1

it would be absurd, if not well nigh impossible to throw greater

emphasis on t&vS' than on tout. It may be observed that tovt'

here falls into the more important, more emphatic foot, as does

also t?o" in 189, by virtue of which position we may say it receives

the greater emphasis here.

In Antigone 673

avrt) irJXets oWvaiv, rjS' avaffrdrow

otKovi rl0v<nv, %Se kt\.

I should again for similar reasons say avrn is the more em

phatic pronoun. This view Jebb seems to take by his translation,

although he makes no comment in his notes. He translates thus :

" This it is that ruins cities ; this makes homes desolate," the

expansion by ' it is that ' pointing the emphasis on ' this.'

Now it is just to such instances as these, when either pronoun

may presumably be used, that attention is especially called. There

is a borderline of usage, so to speak, that brings into play the

metrical side, where the poet for metrical reasons may choose the

pronoun that best suits his purpose. Furthermore it seems to me

that SSe has a much wider range and meaning than is sometimes

assigned to it. Like the present tense of the verb, it belongs pre

eminently to the present sphere, to the speaker and his time, but

also, as in the case of the present tense, no hard and fast canon

of limitation can be made. Strictly speaking, there is no such

thing as pure present time, for the world moves so fast that the

* Cf. Aesch. Ag. 436 and 1329, where we could hardly insist upon

emphasis.
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present is ever a succession of moving perpendicular lines and we

can rarely connect the thought, word and act into a simultaneous

unit, so as to have a pure present. The result is that we speak

too soon, and so make the act itself future or we speak too late

and so make the act past. Thus it is with SSe. Its specific, pure

use is a deictic pronoun of the speaker in the present time, which,

however, is not to be limited to the immediate present. This

element of the speaker, of the first person, is what makes it

specifically the pronoun of tragedy, in which there is so much of

deep personal moment to the speaker. But here, in its wider

sense, it could, as we saw in the case of the present tense,

partake of the future or of the past, or in other words, while it

generally refers to what is to come, it may also refer to what is

past. There is, therefore, in the use of this pronoun a borderline

at which it could share the nature of oSto? and e/cctiw, so that

the poet could choose this pronoun whenever occasion demanded,

within certain limits, within, so to speak, the neutral ground on

either side of the pure, actual present of the speaker. This free

dom of usage, together with the fact that forms of SSe alone

can stand in certain places in the tragic trimeter, may help to

account for the large use of SSe in tragedy. The advantage of

SSe in the matter of trochaic forms over outo? is four to one,

since SSe shows seventeen forms that can fill certain places,

while oCto? shows a bare four. This, it may be noted, is about

the proportion found in Euripides's Iphigenia among the Taurians,

as counted by Professor Gildersleeve, and in the Agamemnon of

Aeschylus, as counted by myself. In Sophocles, however, such a

proportion does not exist except in the Oedipus at Colonus.

With this brief introduction, I present the following tables

of occurrences, which are self-explanatory.
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gone.

i

a
6

3 g JS

3 '3
a s I 2

J

■<
s

o
•< o Ei Oi o H

52 79 86 81 72 72 in 553

" preceding with article 16 7 14 15 13 14 22 101

" " without article. 35 28 34 44 28 32 70 271

6 6 2 6 5 19 4 38

" " without article. 20 8 16 21 16 27 45 153

" with interrog. rel. &c 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 11

0 1 2 0 0 0 1 4

Totals 151 130 155 168 135 157 255 1121

54 71 85 81 51 110 70 522

" preceding with article... 6 5 4 7 3 o 1 28

" " without article. 3 2 4 4 3 2 3 21

" following with article... 2 5 1 11 2 5 1 27

" " without article. 1 1 1 2 0 0 2 7

" with interrog. ul. &c. ... 1 4 0 0 1 1 5 12

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

3 0 0 2 1 0 1 7

70 88 95 107 61 120 85 626

27 14 34 25 33 34 25 192

" preceding with article. . 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 4

" " without article. 1 1 3 2 0 0 0 7

" following with article... 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 5

" " without article. 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2

" with interrog. ul. Ac... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

33 16 37 28 34 36 27 211

The percentage of occurrence of these pronouns is as follows,

two sets being given, one for 5Se and o5to? and the other for

SSe, ovto? and e/celvo?.
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Total Percentages.

SSe 64 +

SSe 56 +

outo? 35 +

o5to? 31 -f- e/cetzw 10 +

I should like to call especial attention to the fact that in the

substantival use, SSe exceeds ovros by only 31 occurrences or a

percentage of 51 to 49. If, however, we subtract the occurrences

of SSe (110) in the sixth foot and of outo? (1) in the same

foot whence outo? is practically excluded by metrical considerations,

we find ouros exceeds SSe by 80 occurrences, or a percentage of

54 to 46. It is therefore, only in combination with a substantive,

adjective or participle that SSe makes its strong headway against

OUT09.

It is to be noted that when SSe precedes its substantive accom

panied by the article, the numbers are 101, while with the article

omitted, the numbers are 38, and for ovros under the same

conditions the numbers are 28 to 27. This relation is made

easy, if not somewhat caused by the readiness with which SSe

falls into certain feet and especially in such cadences as rovSe tov

irovov, rovSe top 6e6v, rrjSe 6^fiepq kt\. Outo? on the other hand

gives no such cadences except in the trochaic forms, and is, with

exceedingly few exceptions, separated from its substantive.

The following are the percentages for the individual plays, given

as above, first for SSe and ovto? and then for SSe, outo? and eVcetw?.

Ajax 68 +

Antigone 59 -\-

Electra 62

Oed. Tyr. 61 +

Trachin. 68 +

Philoctetes 56 -f

Oed. Col. 75 +

SSe

31 +

40 +

38

38 + '

31 +

43 +

24+ .

0&T09 "] oSe

59 +

55 +

54 +

55 +

58 +

50 +

. 70 +

OUTO?

27 +

37 +

33 +

35 +

26 +

38 +

22 +

i/celvos

H +

7 +

12 +

9 +

14 +

11 +

7 +

It will be noted that except in the Oedipus Coloneus the diver
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gence is nowhere so great as, for instance in the Iphigenia Taurica,

where Professor Gildersleeve says oSe occurs four times as often

as OVT05. A rapid count of the Agamemnon of Aeschylus gives

similar results.

It is worth while and may be found of interest to give the

occurrences of these pronouns in the several feet of the iambic

trimeter, in order that it may be seen at a glance how these forms

are distributed and from what feet or parts of feet certain forms

are excluded.

In most of the feet two types are found, with or without elision,

all of which are carefully noted. It will be seen that in certain

positions elided forms only can be used, while in others elided

forms are of such frequent occurrence that we must feel the vast

advantage that oSe has over outo? under such circumstances.

A table of percentages for all the pronouns in the different feet

is first given with the types and discussion of each following.

This table is made up by taking the percentage of the occurrences

of each pronoun in each play compared with itself, not the per

centage of the total occurrences, i. e. 11.20 denotes the percentage

of SSe'a in the Antigone that fill the first foot.

Ajax. Antig. Elect. Oed. Tyr. Trach. Phil. Oed. Col.

"OSe

1 11.20 17.4 16. 14.6 10.6 8.4 16.3

2 12. 12.8 10.9 9.5 12.5 13. 9.8

3 50.4 41.3 37.2 38.1 42.3 36.6 45.1

4 13.6 12.8 10.9 15.2 22.1 16.8 10.7

5 4. 1.8 10.2 12. 2.9 9.1 9.3

S 8.8 13.8 14.6 10.1 10.6 16. 8.8

05to?

1 38. 39. 28.2 24.2 42.4 33. 23.7

2 7.9 9.8 14.1 15.1 6.8 12.8 18.4

3 44.4 36.6 40. 40.4 32.5 36.5 36.8

4 7.9 7.3 9.4 10.1 8.5 7.3 9.2

5 1.6 7.3 8.2 10.1 10.1 9.2 12.8

6 0 0 0 1. 0. 0 0
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Ajax. Antig. Elect. Oyd. Tyr. Trach. Phil. Oed. Col.

1 38.5 13.3 21.9 11.1 37.4 26.9 36.4

2 38.5 33.3 40.6 37.3 28.1 15.4 18.2

3 7.7 26.7 9.4 29.6 12.5 30.8 27.3

4 3.8 0 9.4 11.1 6.3 0 4.5

5 11.5 26.7 18.8 11.1 18.8 26.9 13.6

In the first we have for SSe the following types:

1. Ajax 28. rqvS' oJiv eKelvcp •jras rts alrlav ve/j&i

2. Ajax 347. tcL rovSe 71730717, Kavr&i w? fyaiv Kvpel

In the first type, it is to be observed, any form of SSe may

occur, while in the second only the oblique cases with a long

penult may occur. From this and from the fact that this second

type gives the first part of the second foot, we might expect that

SSe would here exceed outo?. This, however, is not so. Ovto?

far exceeds in this foot. This seems to be due largely to the

fact that here any form of ovto? may be used, which has the

further advantage over SSe in that its oblique cases may fill the

whole foot, while SSe can do this only when the following word

begins with a double consonant or with two consonants. The

same reasons hold good for eKeivos, which shows a large excess

here over all other feet save the second. This fact will be noticed

later.

We find the distribution of SSe in this foot as follows :

Ajax (1). 28 (e) ; 789 (e) ; 1025 (e) ; 1288 (e) ; 1355 (e). 5.

" (2). 347; 652; 962 (e) ; 984; 1033; 1061 (c) ; 1090;

1246. 8.

Antigone (1). 19 (c) ; 298 (e) ; 384 (c) ; 385 (c) ; 386 (e) ;

740 (c) ; 751 (e) ; 1093 (e) ; 1219 (e) ;

1301 (e). 10.

(2). 212; 293; 422 (c) ; 567; 646 (e) ; 699; 732;

763 (e) ; 927 (e). 9.
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Electra (1). 293 (e) ; 627 (e) ; 662 (c) ; 884 (e) ; 982 (e) ;

1105 (e) ; 1118 (e) ; 1178 (e) ; 1353 (e) ;

1480 (e). 10.

(2). 371; 373; 540; 570; 784 (e); 787 (e);

790 (e); 798 (e); 956 (e); 963; 1122;

1356. 12.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 237 (e) ; 242 (e) ; 274 (e) ; 323 (e) ; 438 (e) ;

632 (e) ; 1130 (e) ; 1145 (e) ; 1280 (e).

" " (2). 10; 32; 91; 98 (e); 104; 110 (e); 136; 235;

383; 603 (e) ; 755; 815; 1010; 1120. 14.

Trach. (1). 869 (e) ; 1073 (e) ; 1162 (e) ; 1201 (e). 4.

" (2). 17; 173; 344; 366; 447; 489 (e) ; 614 (e). 7.

Phil. (1). 29(e); 261(e); 575 (e); 764 (e); 966 (e);

985 (e); 1046 (e) ; 1072 (e). 8.

" (2). 71; 1335; 1351. 3.

Oed. Col. (1). 59 (e) ; 640 (e) ; 968 (e) ; 1098 (e) ; 1117 (e) ;

1329 (e) ; 1361 (e) 1368 (e) ; 1412 (e) ;

1547 (e) ; 1668 (e). 11.

" (2). 61; 264; 331; 355 (e); 445; 478; 480;

554 (e); 630 (e); 635; 637; 727; 739:

898; 915; 1287; 1290 (e) ; 1306 (e) ; 1367;

1405 (e) ; 1428 (e) ; 1434; 1444; 1618. 24.

The two types of outo? in the first foot and the distribution

are as follows:

Ajax 71. ovto?, o-e top T<i? cu^/iaXom'Sa? %epas

Ajax 89. <5 outo?, Aia?, Sevrepov ae irpoaKaXo)

Attention is called to the fact that in the first type, the form

rovrocai of the dat. phir. (Oed. Col. 908) gives the required

short syllable of the first half of the second foot, which thus

gives ovto? an additional advantage over oSe in this foot.

The distribution is as follows:

Ajax (1). 71; 119; 497; 745 (e); 864 (e); 1012; 1032;

1047; 1060; 1082; 1138(e); 1235 (e);

1265; 1372; 1383. 15.
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Ajax. (2). 89; 270 (e) ; 971(c); 1023; 1066; 1115

1280 (e) ; 1313 (e) ; 1346 (e).

Antigone (1). 16 (e) ; 203; 402; 404; 458; 480; 483; 508

641; 673; 709; 750; 990; 1023 (e) ; 1052

1074; 1170; 1244 (e). 18.

(2). 64(e); 93; 211(e); 274 (e); 305 (e)

322 (e) ; 457; 485 (e) 550 (e) ; 668 (e)

1015; 1077 (e) ; 1102 (e) ; 1167. 14,

Electra (1). 6; 274; 280; 287; 361; 401 (e) ; 437; 559

655 (e); 692; 981; 1043; 1474. 13.

" (2). 351; 383; 385; 397; 546 (e); 614; 820

1046 (e) ; 1346; 1366; 1471 (e). 11.

Oed.Tyr. (1). 69; 106; 226; 385; 442; 532; 547 (e)

548 (e); 605 (e); 814; 847 (e); 954

1013 (e) ; 1070 ; 1078 ; 1121 ; 1504. 17.

" " (2). 37 (e); 269; 426; 429; 958; 1041; 1493. 7.

Trachin. (1). 244; 299; 338; 351; 353; 402; 408 (e) ; 443;

476; 550 (e) ; 578 (e) ; 676 (e) ; 1174 (e) ;

1222; 1256. 15.

" (2), 80; 148(e); 167(e); 371; 479; 495 (e);

679 (e) ; 898 (e) ; 1058; 1235 (e). 10.

Philoct. (1). 66; 128; 284; 301; 307; 348 (e); 406 (e);

435; 436 (e); 458; 465 (e); 890; 922;

1022; 1044; 1059; 1073; 1078; 1331;

1343 (e) ; 1355 (e) ; 1437. 22.

" (2). 67; 117; 292 (e); 380 (e); 442; 565; 567 (e);

595 (e) ; 614 (e) ; 648 (e) ; 654; 921 (e) ;

988; 1325 (e) ; 1382. 15.

Oed. Col. (1). 68; 88; 382 (e) ; 404; 575 (e) ; 908; 1522;

1586 (e). 8.

" " (2). 214(e); 455; 763; 951(e); 956; 1252;

1289 (e) ; 1344; 1393 (e) ; 1627. 10.

'E/cetvo? presents three possible types in this foot according to

whether the long or short form is used, e. g.
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j / Ajax 20. Keivov yhp ovSiv aWov, Ixveva irdXai

\ Ajax 795. iKelvov eipyeip TevKpos if-apterai

2. Electra 1357. J) Kelvov ovtos Sv iroi> Ik •n-oXk&v iyw

Here we notice that the trisyllabic forms fill the whole of the

first foot and give the required short syllable in the first half of

the second foot, which latter fact is likewise true of the trochaic

forms in the third example. This type, however, is very rare.

The distribution is as follows:

Ajax (1). 20; 275; 285; 454; 513; 567; 769; 795; 1035;

1039. 10.

Antigone (1). 468; 525. 2.

Electra (1). 342; 344; 664; 681; 703; 720. 6.

(2). 1351. 1.

OedTyr. (1). 141; 923; 1171. 3.

Trachin. (1). 29; 85; 253; 281; 485; 579; 605; 777. 8.

" (2). 581; 608; 759. 3.

Philoct. (1). 37; 310; 359; 423; 424 ; 570; 772. 7.

Oed. Col. (1). 402; 589; 661; 910; 986; 1373; 1584. 7.

" (2). 1197. 1.

In the second foot there are likewise two types for SSe and

eKeivos, but there is only one for ovtos.

"OSe may fall into either half of this foot, e. g.

Ajax 447. Kel ftij t6S' o/i/j,a koL $p4ve<! Sidarpotpoi

Ajax 78. ix^p6i 7e T^Se ravSpl Kal rh, vvv en

These are distributed as follows:

Ajax (1). 447 (c) ; 658 (c) ; 898 (e) ; 909 (e) ; 950 (c) ;

1868 (c); 1808 (c); 1401 (e). 8.

" (2). 78; 289 (c) ; 568; 828; 904 (e) ; 969 (c) ; 1385. 7.

Antigone (1). 80 (c) ; 279 (e) ; 297 (•) ; 415 (c) ; 464 (e) ;

735 (e) ; 1107 (e) ; 1172 (c) ; 1295 (c) ;

1316 (e). 10.

" (2). 195; 401; 518; 1304. 4.
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Electra (1). 296; (e) ; 311 (e) ; 443 (e) ; 460 (c) ; 470 (e) ;

882 (e) ; 908 (e) ; 1020 (e) ; 1205 (e) ;

1372 (e). 10.

" (2). 328; 527 (e) ; 611; 979; 1133. 5.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 279 (e) ; 286 (e) ; 531 (e) ; 571 (e) ; 754 (c) ;

1000 (e) ; 1053 (f) ; 1128 (e) ; 1100 (e) ;

1369 (e) ; 10.

" " (2). 143 («) ; 392 (e) ; 519; 927; 1318 (e). 5.

Trachin. (1). 58 (e) ; 187 (e) ; 346 (c) ; 391 (e) ; 622 (e) ;

912 (e); 1050 (e); 1238 (t). 8.

" (2). 370; 430; 471; 580 («); 604. 5.

Philoct. (1). 6(e); 288 (e); 312(c); 333 (c); 628 (c);

650 (c) ; 889 (c) ; 893 (c) ; 910 (c) ; 938

(c) ; 1256 (e) ; 1258 (c) ; 1353 (c). 13.

" (2). 1; 68; 887; 1036. 4.

Oed. Col. (1). 16 (c) ; 69 (c) ; 101 (c) ; 321 (c) ; 499 (c) ;

630 (c) ; 723 (c) ; 851 (c) ; 894 (c) ; 941

(c); 981 (c); 1249 (c); 1307 (c). 13.

" " (2). 65; 649; 735; 815; 1391; 1424 (e); 1546;

1547. 8.

Attention is called to the great number of elisions, which must

occur in the first type unless the word of the third foot begins

with two consonants or a double consonant. This never occurs.

Elision occurs nine times in the second type. The numerous forms

that SSe has which can be elided, make it easy for this pronoun

to fall into either half of this foot, and thus have a great advantage

that ovtos.

There is only one type of oi5tos possible in this foot, an example

of which follows.

Ajax 124. ovSht rb rovrov paWov fj rovpbp axoir&v.

We find it tkus distributed.

Ajax (1). 124; 277; 470; 1282; 1343. 5.

Antigone ( 1 ) . 7 (e) ; 426 ; 504 ; 509 ; 693 ; 1014 ; 1088 ; 1334. 8.
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Electra (1). 271; 348; 355; 375; 400; 426; 766; 928; 993;

1351; 1371; 1412. 12.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 126 («) ; 252; 291; 440 (*) ; 568; 584; 672;

831; 935; 947; 1033 (t) ; 1044; 1139;

1140; 1181. 15.

Trachin. (1). 246; 419; 449 (t) ; 1248. 4.

Philoct. (1). 74; 77; 410; 430; 441; 522 (e) ; 591; 603 (t) ;

606; 758; 763; 765; 1319; 1336. 14.

Oed. Col. (1). 46; 291; 366; 388; 471; 482; 640; 775; 871;

893; 986; 1034; 1627; 1638 («). 14.

It is to be noted that, although ofrrov is excluded from the first

half of this foot, it does not lag behind SSe even here and in a

percentage of the number of times each occurs in all the plays

o&To? yields 80 per cent, and SSe 77.

Owing to its double forms c/cetvo? in this foot may also show

two types.

Ajax 28. tijvS' o&v eiceiv<p ira? rt? alriav ve/xei.

Ajax 6. tyyi] ra iceivov veoyapayQ'', oww iBrj<;.

The distribution of these is as follows :

Ajax (1). 28; 271; 755; 798; 1032; 1039; 1108; 1303. 8.

" 6; 437. 2.

Antigone (1). 170; 287; 384; 514; 570. 5.

Electra (1). 269; 278; 389; 539; 543; 784; 1178; 1218. 8.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 579; 930; 959; 991; 1254; 1440; 1454. 7.

" " (2). 263; 1240; 1253. 3.

Trachin. (1). 198; 244; 287; 342; 488; 603; 942. 7.

(2). 544; 1091. 2.

Philoct. (1). 106; 115; 268; 413; 633; 770. 6.

" (2). 376. 1.

Oed. Col. (1). 337; 344; 1195. 3.

" (2). 302, 392. 2.

In proportion to its numbers, hceivas makes a goodly showing
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in this foot, due, doubtless, to the facts mentioned above. The

percentage of its occurrences in this foot ranges from 18 to 40,

which is a little larger than its percentage in the first foot, which

ranges from 11 to 38.

The third foot allows the pronouns to give each two types, yet

in such a way that oSe has largely the advantage here.

The two types of SSe are seen in the following

Ajax 13. airovStjv e6ov ryvS', o)9 irap' «cWa? fid6rjs

Ajax 1 1 . Kal a ovSkv stereo rrjaSe irairraiveiv irvKrfi

The first type is comparatively rare, never exceeding 13 occur

rences in any play and generally ranging from 5 to 7. It is always

found with elision, and thus makes quasi-caesura in the third foot,

which probably accounts for its rareness. Without elision, it could

occur only when the first half of the fourth foot shows two con

sonants or a double consonant. As in this case it would fill the

foot and so block caesura entirely therefrom, this is never found

with SSe and rarely with o5to? or e/cetiw.

The distribution in this foot is as follows:

Ajax (1). 13 (c) ; 822 (e) ; 1038 (c) ; 1058 (e) ; 1126 (c) ;

1140 (c) ; 1250 (c). 7.

" (2). 11; 21; 24 (c);39;42 (c);46;61 (c); 65; 93; 98

(c) ; 113 ; 281 (c) ; 335 ; 434 (e) ; 446 (e) ;

484; 537 (c); 546; 553 (c) ; 566 (c) ;

583 (c) ; 740 (c) ; 747; 756; 778; 785 (c) ;

850 (c); 862; 895; 916; 922; 950; 976

(c); 1029 (c); 1032; 1045; 1047; 1057;

1089; 1100; 1103; 1108; 1169; 1174;

1179 (c) ; 1184; 1310 (c) ; 1391 (c) ; 1321

(e); 1326; 1346 (c) ; 1362; 1371; 1378:

1389 (e) ; 1394 (c). 56.

Antigone (1). 203 (e) ; 395 (c) ; 398 (e) ; 725 (c) ; 769 (c) ;

925 (c). 6.

" (2). 43; 192; 198; 209; 237 (c) ; 283; 309; 400

(c); 414 (e); 449 (c) ; 465; 468; 485;
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490; 508; 510; 549; 561; 566 (e) ; 570;

674; 575; 579; 654; 674; 733 (t); 758

(c); 907 (e); 994 (e); 1012(t); 1034;

1058 (t); 1076; 1162; 1279 (a dactyl);

1282; 1312; 1313 (e) ; 1335. 39.

Electra (1). 40 (t) ; 264 (() ; 383 (e) ; 388 (e) ; 1488 (c). 5.

" (2). 65; 71 (t); 274; 303; 353; 379; 387; 412;.427;

440 ; 451 (t) ; 468; 471; 538; 580; 608;

616; 635 (t); 640; 643; 663 (t); 665;

783 (e) ; 784; 802; 886; 888 (t) ; 912 (e) ;

981; 1004 (t); 1189(t); 1192; 1193;

1213; 1222; 1228; 1302 (c); 1314(t);

1331; 1334; 1336; 1381; 1421; 1461;

1497; 1505. 46.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 101 (e) ; 251 (e) ; 264 (t) ; 282 (t) ; 353 (e) ;

443 (e) ; 527 (e) ; 574 (t) ; 647 (t) ; 700

(e) ; 735 (e) ; 1251 (e) ; 1464 (t). 13.

" " (2). 61 (e); 54; 72; 102; 104 (e); 113; [116]; 1

134; 149; 307; 323 (e) ; 340 (e) ; 373 (e) ;

409; 418; 431(e); 534; 601; 648; 670

(t) ; 671 (e) ; 762 (e) ; 764; 798; 801 (e) ;

811; 829 (e); 920; 928; 952; 1002; 1015;

1018; 1043; 1075 (e) ; 1113; 1136; 1154

(e); 1156(e); 1164; 1173; 1223 (e);

1228; 1436 (e) ; 1465 (e) ; 1481; 1507. 47.

Trachin. (1). 336 (e) ; 363 (e) ; 477 (e) ; 487 (e) ; 1107 (e). 5.

" (2). 20; 36 (e) ; 72; 77; 87; 91 (e); 204; 240 (e) ;

260; 274; 283; 294 ; 295; 305; 309; 312;

339 (e) ; 343; 409; 411; 483 (e) ; 545 (e) ;

584 (e); 602; 612; 615(e); 620; 718;

737; 774; 804 (e); 1044; 1057; 1109;

1113; 1175; 1182 (e); 1256. 38.

'This is not counted. I suggested in a private letter to a friend the

possibility of reading roCSe here sometime ago and I believe the sug

gestion receives considerable weight from the large use of SSt in this

part of the foot.
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Philoct. (1). 426 (c) ; 572 (t) ; 590 (e) ; 633 (e) ; 788 (e) ;

800 (e) ; 820 (t) ; 1038 (c) ; 1362 (e) ;

1412 (c); 1423 (e) ; 1426 (e). 12.

" (2). 23 (e); 40; 61 (e) ; 87; 220; 244 ; 286 (c) ;

319; 418; 474; 542; 573; 598 (e);

612; 613 (t) ; 616; 652 (e) ; 669 (c) ; 877;

899; 954 (e); 956 (tow/8'); 964; 1005;

1017 (c) ; 1057 (c) ; 1232 (dactyl) ; 1262;

1329; 1331; 1334; 1336 (c) ; 1375; 1377;

1378; 1437 (e). 36.

Oed. Col. (1). 98 (e) ; 507 (c) ; 549 (c) ; 728 (e) ; 783 (e) ;

813 (e) ; 830 (e) ; 883 (e) ; 1176 (c) ; 1353

(e); 1637 (t). 11.

" " (2). 19(t); 33; 45(t); 57; 79; 85; 94; 114(t);

255 ; 288 (t) ; 296 ; 418 (t) ; 423 ; 436 (e) ;

451; 459; 462 (e) ; 463 (e) ; 466; 484 (€) ;

493; 508; 586; 605; 641; 758; 773; 780

(e); 786 (e); 816; 821; 826; 857; 860

(t); 862; 865; 871; 875; 892 (e) ; 903;

909; 934; 939; 949 (e) ; 950 (e) ; 988 (e) ;

1007; 1010; 1013; 1024 (0; 1100 (/) ;

1107(t); 1114; 1117; 1121; 1125(e);

1128; 1140; 1146; 1163(t); 1166(t);

1171 (t) ; 1182; 1275 (e) ; 1326; 1332 (t) ;

1348; 1362 (e) ; 1365; 1371; 1379; 1384;

1404; 1460; 1472 (t); 1476; 1506 (t);

1509; 1519; 1528 (e) ; 1533 (e) ; 1601 (e) ;

1612 (e) ; 1633 ; 1634 (e) ; 1641. 86.

To be especially noticed are the rareness of the first type and

the frequency of elision in the second. This flexibility in the

forms of SSe allows its to stand in a number of instances in which

ofrm cannot possibly be used and so it possesses again notable

advantages over pfcro?. Attention may also be called here to the

fact that SSt occurs 59 times in the first half of this foot and

366 times in the second half; outo? occurs 24 times in the first
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half and 185 times in the second; and e/cetiw 13 times in the

first half and 22 in the second. This will indicate the great

prominence of the second half of the foot, which is naturally a

very important place, coming, as it does, immediately after the

caesura, and it is natural that the more emphatic pronoun should

seek this position for itself.

This is by far the most interesting situation of them all, for

it is here that the greatest struggle for supremacy takes place

between 5Se and oCto?. As is evident, the former has very decided

advantages in the contest, since so many more of its forms can

occur in the second half of the foot.

The most usual and most beloved type is well seen in the two

following verses from the Agamemnon of Aeschylus:

Ag. 1. 0eov*} fiev alrw twvS' airaWayfjv trovmv

and

Ag. 18. k\cud r6t> oXkov rovSe avfifopav arevwv.

The 8Se forms may fill this position easily whether they precede

or follow their substantive, whether their substantive is articular

or not, which is a good deal more difficult for the oblique cases

of o5to? that show two long syllables. I should like to call

attention to the fact that the insertion of a quadrisyllable word

with elision of the final vowel of the 8Se between this foot and

the iambic word of the last foot is of very frequent occurrence

and seems to be especially desired in this position; or it may be

that the ease with which long words slipped into this interval

is a cause of the frequent occurrence. Whatever may be the

cause, the fact remains, and the cadence is certainly very pleasing

to the ear.

This type is also found in the iambographs and the comedians,

where, however, oCto? far outruns oSe. In comedy, this is due

no doubt, partly to the different sphere, partly to the fact that

the comic trimeter is not bound by the strict laws of short and

long in the even feet, which hamper the tragic trimeter in this

respect. Perhaps, too, the deictic t added to oCto? brought it
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much nearer to the more emphatic SSe, which was thus rendered

less necessary for comedy, even though, as Professor Gildersleeve

says, ' comedy comes nearer to real life and we should expect it

to be more exact.' Compare, for instance, the two following lines

from Aristophanes, Clouds, 200-201 :

Tiyw r&v 6e5>v, rl yap rdS' early ; elnre not.

aarpovo/iia fikv airrql. rovrl Se ri;

where Starkie comments on rdSe with seeming correctness, but

has no word for the following avrvt or rovri.

It will be thus seen, as Professor Gildersleeve again observes,

that SSe is preeminently the pronoun of tragedy.

O5to? also makes a goodly showing in this foot, and especially

is this true when we consider the paltry number of forms it can

offer.

There are two types as follows:

1. Ajax 318. aW, w <f>i\oi, tovtcov yap ovveK' eard\ifv

2. Ajax 80. ifiol fiev apKei rovrov ev fieveiv.

The distribution of otros is seen in the following.

Ajax (1). 328; 684 (tovtoutiv). 2.

" 80; 116; 378 (e) ; 392 (e) ; 411; 505; 513 (c) ; 524;

552; 556; 670; 769 (e) ; 786; 852; 970;

1034 (e); 1036; 1087; 1141; 1255 (e);

1274; 1282; 1288; 1308; 1336; 1395. 26.

Antigone (1). None. 0.

(2). 33; 35; 61; 72; 96; 165; 183; 188; 216;

218 (e); 221; 273; 275; 289; 321; 327;

446; 498 (e); 504; 515; 538; 658 (e);

665; 722; 762; 908; 914 (e) ; 1042; 1049;

1336. 30.

Electra (1). 431; 450; 605 (e) ; 703 (rovrouri) ; 1190; (e) ;

1343 (tovtoutiv) ; 1370; 1377 (tovtoutiv) 8.

" (2). 59 (e) ; 73; 256 (e) ; 301; 438; 447; 448; 578
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(c); 645; 680; 904 (e); 915; 933; 938

(e); 988; 1030; 1033; 1041; 1044(e);

1049; 1115 (e) ; 1149 (e) ; 1173 (e) ; 1186;

1206; 1431.

553 (e); 731(t); 739 (t); 1138(t).

138 (e); 235; 236; 317; 349 (t) ; 355; 368

(e); 372 (t); 378; 451; 523; 537 (t);

26.

4.

 

1440. 37.

Oed. Col. (1). 62 (t) ; 263 (e) ; 771 (t) ; 787 (e) ; 848. 5.

" " (2). 25; 295; 302; 403; 409; 420 (e); 440 ; 452

(e); 504; 597; 629; 721; 797; 809; 817

(e); 838 (c); 861; 971 (e) ; 1168; 1431;

1443; 1474; 1616 (t). 23.

Attention is called to the rarity of the first type, which by

filling the entire foot, would do away with the caesura entirely.

Consequently, a majority of the instances are with elision, which

admits quasi-caesura or with the long form rovrouriv which, al

though it fills the whole foot, furnishes the required short for

the first half of the fourth foot. The excess of 6Se's in the first
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half of this foot is doubtless due largely to the ease with which

the final e can be elided in so many of its forms; thus it does

not entirely shut off the possibility of slight pause. Only in the

Electra do we find an excess of ofrros's in this part of the foot,

the numbers being for SBe 5, oiro? 8, of which latter two forms

suffer elision and three yield the long form rovroiatv.

'E/cetvo? likewise offers two types here :

1. Antigone 408. tt/jo? <rot) Bell/ iiceli/ itreimfK-qiiiva.

2. Ajax 783. oi5* iarlv avrjp teelvos, el K^Xj^a? ao<fxk,

which are distributed as follows:

Ajax (1). None. 0.

" (2). 793; 991. 2.

Antigone (1). 408; 1039. 2.

(2). 1025; 1043. 2.

Electra (1). 519; 568 (Wvip); 882. 3.

" (2). None. 0.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 139; 699 («) ; 785; 855; 1054; 1168. 6.

" " (2). 718; 1145. 2.

Trachin. (1). None. 0.

" (2). 38; 353; 577; 719. 4.

Philoct. (1). 642 (icaicetvouri). 1.

(2). 123; 261; 360; 385; 415; 431; 622. 7.

Oed. Col. (1). 87. 1.

" " (2). 585; 1191; 1206; 1343; 1656. 5.

It will be noted that ixelvot makes very little headway in this

foot, the second half being nearly double the first.

In the fourth foot two types are again found for SBe and

ixelvot, while only one is possible for <h5to?.

"OSe gives the following types :

1. Ajax 1058. tfpeii pev &v t^vS1 f/v 58' et\r]<pev tvxtjv.

2. Ajax 114. av 8' oSv iveiS^ Tdpifrif $Se <roi rb Spav.

The distribution of these is seen in the following:
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Ajax (1). 1058 (e) ; 1101 (e) ; 1280 (c). 3.

" (2). 114; 559; 578 (e) ; 738; 781(e) ; 798; 834; 990;

1080; 1128; 1168; 1176; 1332; 1376 (e). 14.

Antigone (1). 39 (e) ; 229 (e). 2.

" (2). 64(e); 119(e); 306; 482; 534; 536 (e);

576; 666; 673 (e); 736; 889; 1111. 12.

Electra (1). 553 (e) ; 604 (e) ; 926. 3.

(2). 68; 83 (e) ; 389; 419 (e) ; 441 (e) ; 605; 612;

644; 674 (e); 818; 1179; 1203. 12.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 108 (e) ; 125 (e) ; 148 (e) ; 377 (e) ; 613 (e) ;

729 (e) ; 819 (e) ; 1065 (e). 8.

" " (2). 18; 41; 77; 147; 272; 327 (e) ; 352; 710;

736 (e); 858 (e); 951; 1027; 1055 (e);

1128; 1149 (e); 1283; 1478. 17.

Trachin. (1). 1072 (e) 1078 (e) ; 1186 (e). 3.

(2). 39 (e) ; 62; 162; 184; 189 (e) ; 256; 260 (e) ;

306; 364; 433; 445; 462; 482; 544; 554

(e) ; 594; 740 (e) ; 820 (e) ; 922 (e) ; 1252. 20.

Philoct. (1). 57(e); 568 (e); 1000 (e); 1299 (e); 1342

(rdSe followed by double cons.). 5.

" (2). 298; 471(e); 491(e); 591(e); 769; 792;

795; 802; 868; 919; 989; 1003 (e) ; 1008

(e) ; 1375 (e) ; 1388; 1431 ; 1434 (e). 17.

Oed. Col. (1). 6 (e) ; 54 (e) ; 1028 (e) ; 1435 (e). 4.

" " (2). 29; 64; 96; 111; 450; 653 (e) ; 749; 803;

811; 864; 1002 (e) ; 1005 (e) ; 1007 (e) ;

1032; 1102; 1356 (e); 1367 (e); 1434;

1547. 19.

This foot like the third shows an excess of the emphatic pro

nouns, and the types are similar to those there discussed. The

first type is rare. The second is aided by the recurrence of the

ending such as rovSe rbv irovov, rovSe tow ttovov, etc., where the

insertion of the article allows a pleasing cadence and makes the

measurement easy with any pyrrhic or iambic word in the last

foot. This cadence may haply have something to do with tha

use of the article with this pronoun in tragedy, seeing that the
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article is much more widely used when the pronoun precedes

than when it follows, the numbers being 101 instances when the

demonstrative precedes and only 38 when it follows.

Ovtos in this foot presents only one type,

Ajax 535. iU' ovv e%a> 'obv\a^a tovto y apeo-Kei.

These have the following distribution:

Ajax 535; 661 (e) ; 979 (e) ; 1134 (e) ; 1271 (c). 5.

Antigone 84; 98; 296; 439 (e) ; 650; 706 (e). 6.

Electra 84; 620; 910(e); 1008 (e); 1150(e); 1176(e);

1215; 1504. 8.

Oed. Tyr. 129 (e) ; 287 (e) ; 370 (e) ; 449; 766 (e) ; 1044;

1071; 1150; 1156; 1512 (e). 10.

Trachin. 289 ; 295 ; 413 ; 455 ; 475. 5.

Philoct. 11; 289 (e) ; 422; 596; 642 (e) ; 875 (e) ; 975 (e) ;

1024(e). 8.

Oed. Col. 269 (e) ; 359 (e) ; 431 (c) ; 1035 (e) ; 1177 (e) ;

1262 ( rovroiatv ) ; 1406.1

This is a fairly respectable showing for ovro? considering the

fact that only one type occurs. It is to be noted that the oblique

cases of ovros could not possibly be used here with the article in

such types as rovSe rov rrovov, save the accusatives singular mascu

line and neuter, and nom. and acc. neuter plural. We might have

such types as o5to? o <f>66vo$, tovto to £/<£o9, tovtov rov <j>06vov,

ravra ret ghpr}, which however, never occurs in Sophocles. These

'It may be observed here that Jebb in Oed. Col., 1406, alters toC4'

to tout' with Sehrwald and Wecklein. He gives as one ground for the

alteration " the threefold touJ' in these lines exceeds the limit of probable

repetition." Except for the same case, this reason will not hold, for

we find SSe in three successive verses in Antigone 384-5-6, Aesch. Pers.

437-8-9, Agam. 933-4-5, Eur. Ale. 7-8-9, and what is more two in the

ninth verse: we also find one in 728 and two in 729 and three successive

in 1126-7-8. These are not in the same case, it is true, but it does not

seem likely that this would be especially offensive. Compare Aesch. Agam.

1034 ireieot ip — el ireWol &irel0otris S' taus. The Greeks were not so

sensitive to the repetition of like sounds or like words as the moderns are.
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facts certainly make it clear that the forms of SBe fall more readily

into this foot and we can hardly doubt that a poet would on

occasion avail himself of this opportunity.

'Emtvof here also affords two types:

1. Ajaz 94. Ka\w l\e£<K, aW iKeiv6 fioi <f>pdcov.

2. Trachin. 614. Kal t&pS' airoureu arjfi, d Ktlvm eufia&h etc.

The distribution of these is as follows:

Ajax (1). 94. 1.

" (2). None. 0.

Antigone (1). None. 0.

(2). None. 0.

Electra (1). 2 (c) ; 270; 321. 3.

" (2). None. 0.

Oed.Tyr. (1). 259; 720; 1020. 3.

" « (2). None. 0.

Trachin. (1). 381. 1.

(2). 614. 1.

Philoct. (2). None. 0.

Oed. Col. (1). 304. 1.

" " (2). None. 0.

'E/eetm is very rare in this position and in two plays, the

Antigone and Philoctetes, does not occur at all in this foot. It

may not be out of place here to remark that, while such a cadence

as rovSe rov ir6vov is out of the question in this foot save under

the conditions noted above under oCto?, the form rov irovov,

etc. can, of course, occur with both tovtov and iKeivov in some

other foot, and it may perhaps be well to add that the majority

of instances in which otfro? is used with the articular substantive

shows the otJro? separated from them.

In the fifth foot again each pronoun shows two types:

"OSe shows here the following :

1. Ajax 544. Kal Sff KOfil^ei •/rpotrrr6\cov 58' iyyvffev.

2. Ajax 526. $4\oin' av • aivoitft yap av ra rfjaS' hrr).
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The distribution of these is as follows :

Ajax (1). 544 (c) ; 1136 (e). 2.

" (8). 526 (c); 833; 1104. 3.

Antigone (1). 910 (c). 1.

(2). 578. L.

Electra (1). 295 (c) ; 405 (c) ; 450 (e) ; 541 (c) ; 777; 779

(e) ; 1105; 1470 (c) ; 1489 (c) ; 1493 (e). 10.

" (2). 264; 376; 421 (e); 1499. 4.

Oed.Tyr. (1). 219(c); 343 (e); 407; 732 (c); 912(e);

945 (c); 968 (c); 1172 (c). 8.

" " (2). 47; 253; 297; 404 (c); 620; 677 (c); 857

(c) ; 949 (c) ; 1148 (c) ; 1177 (c) ; 1419. 11.

Trachin. (1). 23 (c). 1.

" (2). 716 (e); 801. 2.

Philoct. (1). 783 (c) ; 978; 1001 (c) ; 1019 (c). 4.

(2). 429; 528; 577; 581; 807; 1047 (c); 1339;

1367. 8.

Oed. Col. (1). 67 (c) ; 109 (e) ; 505 (c) ; 787 (c) ; 823; 905

(c) ; 953 (e) ; 1138 (e) ; 1178 (c) ; 1379. 10.

" " (2). 36; 294; 452; 1020 (c); 1121; 1141(c);

1255 (c); 1407 (c) ; 1432 (c). 10.

There is little to note here save that the first and second halves

of the foot nearly equal each other, the first showing 30 occurrences,

the second 39. "We might also call attention to the very few

instances in the Antigone and the Trachinians.

The two types of ofrro? in this foot are as follows:

1. Antigone 35. ov^ w irap ovSiv a\\' 8? &v Toirrap ri Spa

2. Ajax 1087. Hpiret irapaWal- ravra 7rp6o-0ev ojJtw Jjv.

The distribution is as follows :

Ajax (1). None. 0.

" (2). 1087. 1.

Antigone (1). 35; 39; 189; 484; 519. 5.

" (2). 324. 1.

Electra (1). 371; 409 (c) ; 578; 675. 4.

" (2). 315 (c); 591 (c) ; 877 (e). 3.
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Oed. Tyr. (1). 429; 520; 1036; 1055; 1385. 5.

" " (2). 460 (e) ; 529; 860 (f) ; 982 (e) ; 1180. 5.

Trachin. (1). 344; 362; 428; 431. 4.

(2). 467; 490. 2.

Philoct. (1). 392; 521; 585; 618; 1075; 1078; 1359; 1435. 8.

(2). 438; 981. 2.

Oed. Col. (1). 396; 859; 904; 1142; 1149; 1300; 1357. 7.

" (2). 490; 935. 2.

As the caesura plays but little part in this foot, there is no

objection to filling the foot with one word and so we find the

first type exceeding the second. Moreover, the second type occurs

only when the last word is a monosyllable or when the final syl

lable of the pronoun could be elided. The percentages of this

foot are very close, oSe varying from 2 to 13, while ovto? varies

from 2 to 13. Beyond this there is little of interest to be noted.

The two types of e/ceZvo? are seen in the following:

1. Ajax 472. /M?7TOTe <f>vaiv 7' aovr\a](yos etc Keivov yeyw

2. Electra 1365. 'Ayafiefivovos, 77-w? fjk0es; j\ aii Kelvos ei;

They are thus distributed:

Ajax (1). 472; 966; 970. 3.

" (2). None. 0.

Antigone (1). 71; 168; 489; 748. 4.

(2). None. 0.

Electra ( 1 ) . 459 ; 577 ; 908 ; 924 ; 925 ; 1118. 6.

(2). 1355. 1.

Oed. Tyr. (1). 261; 714; 928. 3.

" (2). None. 0.

Philoct. (1). 115; 338; 365; 583; 625; 1028. 6.

(2). None. 0.

Oed. Col. (1). 336; 606; 793. 3.

" (2). None. 0.

There is little worth observing here. It may be remarked,

however, that the percentages of eVetiw in this foot range from

11 to 26, which is just a little higher than that of the other two

demonstratives.
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In the sixth foot two types are possible for SBe but only one

seems to be found. The second type would require elision at

the end of the trimeter, which does not occur in this word.

The type is seen in the following,

1. Ajax 22. e^et irepdvas, etirep ecpycurrcu rdSe.

The distribution is as follows :

Ajax. 22; 44 (£) ; 77 (e) ; 368; 459; 534; 687; 733; 797

1238; 1280.

Antigone 66; 87; 219; 248; 294; 302; 397; 442 ; 447; 450

521; 685; 692; 748; 1073.

Electra 4 ; 7 ; 10 ; 258 (e) ; 461 ; 465 ; 651 ; 661 ; 795 ; 909 ; 921

1025; 1029; 1119; 1124; 1177; 1180

1216; 1375; 1457.

Oed. Tyr. 223; 234; 354; 401; 538; 568; 599; 646; 850

948; 1050; 1064; 1294; 1416; 1449; 1476

Trachin. 190; 355; 367; 581; 716; 928; 935; 1082 (e)

1108; 1247; 1257.

Philoct. 36; 37; 132; 305; 372; 539; 597; 767; 822; 898

980; 994; 1003; 1235; 1242; 1246; 1250

1287; 1362; 1368; 1384.

Oed. Col. 22; 32; 342; 416; 478; 480; 497; 587; 644; 820

852; 961; 987; 1031; 1128; 1136; 1253

1513; 1524. 19.

It is in this foot that o8e shows the greatest excess over ovto?

in as much as it offers itself as a willing tag-piece or stop-gap 1

at any time, even when there is no emphasis to be observed.

'E/cetiw shows no example in the sixth foot, and ofrro? Ehows

only one, which, as above stated, is probably unique. It is as

follows :

(Oed. Tyr. 332.) eya> oil3 ifiavrov ovre <r' aXyvva. rlravT>.

1 Compare Earle on Eur. Med. 736. '"Eni: hardly specially emphatic.

The longer form seems to be used here, as elsewhere, to fill out the last

foot of the trimeter."





RECENT CRITICISM OF LATIN LITERATURE

It is frequently observed that there is among educated men of

our times a much less intimate knowledge of the content of the

ancient Latin literature than of the content of the ancient Greek.

The most obvious explanation of the fact is, of course, to be found

in the unquestioned superiority of the Greek literature over the

Latin. But in view of the many splendid qualities of Latin

literature and of the immeasurable influence which it has exerted

upon all the later western literatures one is tempted to ask whether

this explanation contains the whole truth. To one who reads the

recent and current criticism of Latin literature with this question

in mind there is suggested with surprising vividness a further

explanation, which offers some very interesting problems.

The criticism has concentrated upon external characteristics

of form rather than upon the content of the literature. It has

been reducing to rule the lines along which Eoman art progressed,

and has been classifying and putting in order its various types

and branches. There is discernable in its dicta a certain finality

of judgment, which makes one feel that the last word has been

said. This is a point of view which cannot well be shown by

direct citation from the historians of the literature or from the

commentators and essayists. It is rather to be gathered from the

tone of the whole. On the other hand, it is an easy matter to

formulate the dicta in such a way that all may recognize the

truth of the observation.

They may be summarized thus: 1. Latin literature is formal.

2. Latin literature is utilitarian. 3. Latin literature is imita

tive.

These terms are used in their most general sense and need very

little definition. Under the word " formal " is included the char

acteristic tendency of the Eoman to reduce everything in his life,
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from philosophy and government to personal conduct and daily

routine, to systematized rules and regulations, and to esteem more

highly the form in which ethics and art are cast than the meaning

of ethics and art themselves.

By " utilitarian " is understood that equally characteristic trait

of the Roman to discard all that was not useful for practical

and material purposes, to judge all things from a political, a

governmental, or a military point of view, and to avoid all specu

lation and abstraction which did not show tangible results.

By " imitative " is meant the Roman's facility and skill in

adapting the products of other peoples and persons to his own

special needs.

There is no question as to the truth of these generalizations.

They merely summarize the mo6t pronounced traits of Roman

character as revealed in Roman history, Roman life, Roman law,

Roman architecture, and Roman literature. No violence is done,

therefore, when we transfer them from the Roman himself to the

expression of the Roman in his productions. In examining the

achievements of the Romans it would be as impossible to avoid

seeing these characteristics as it would be to escape the love of

speculetion and the sense of beauty in the productions of the

Greeks.

But there is a very serious question as to the adequacy of such

summaries. Criticism, having seized hold upon clearly recog

nizable characteristics that are common to all the records of Roman

life and civilization, which the Romans themselves have left us,

imitates the Roman method of reducing them to rule and formula,

and of resting content with the ease of practical and universal

application. A formula is then raised to the high position of

an hypothesis,—or rather, let us say, an axiom,—from which

every quod erat demonstrandum must be deduced. If occasion

ally we run across something which does not result in the desired

conclusion, we do not question the hypothesis, but conclude that

there must be some fallacy in our reasoning or some error in the

construction of our figure. We have thus gradually placed beyond

all doubt the adequacy of our formulae to cover all instances.
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The final word has been said for Roman art and literature, because

the word itself is built upon an accurate analysis of the Roman

character.

Criticism of Latin literature, resting upon these heavily fortified

axioms, has necessarily become stereotyped and wooden. Even

the criticism of modern literatures, convinced of the immutable

judgments concerning the art of antiquity, has borrowed its

phrases to characterize this as classic Roman and that as Augustan,

as if the life and the thought and the expression of a race that

once ruled the whole world possessed no complexity whatever.

The Roman had a beaked nose: therefore he must have dug his

well with it.

The inadequacy of such criticism may be made clear by pointing

out the lack of. true perspective in the current treatment of the

literature, and then by examining the formulae themselves on

which the criticism is based.

Accepting the axiom of the formal character of Latin literature,

criticism has sought to take the meat out of it and to leave only

the mold. The average history of the literature tells us far more

about the growth and the development of the types represented in

it than it does about the content. The very term Latin literature

suggests first of all such things as satire, epic, pastoral, elegy,

epistle, oration, but the average reader knows little of what these

forms contain. The word classic connotes coldness and perfection

of form.

This may be seen clearly by reference to the treatment of indi

vidual types and authors. What is the work of Father Ennius?

Not the great legend of Rome's early story which he told with the

freshness of a new theme, not the experiences that he thought

worthy of preservation in lyric measures, but the fact that he fixed

for all time the imported and unnatural hexameter as a Latin

verse form, and that he put together a miscellaneous lot of poems

in such fashion that we find excuse to look upon them as the

origin of Roman satire.

Discussion and investigation concerning Lucilius finds its start

ing point and its goal in determining what Lucilius understood by
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the form satire and whether or not he used the word satire to de

scribe his form. Criticism summarizes his great work with the state

ment that he established hexameter as the vehicle best suited to the

expression of satire, that he made dialogue an essential element,

and that he introduced the critical spirit of ridicule. But what

did Lucilius say? Was it slipshod hexameter and muddy diction

that made his name a household word in every educated home?

Surely this man, at least, who cared so little for form that he slung

right and left into his muddy stream an impure mixture of Greek

and Latin words and wrote two hundred verses while standing on

one foot, but who nevertheless made his nation love and honor

him, merits at our hands a greater effort to learn and to appreciate

what message he brought his people and what he has to say to us.

When Home's two foremost lyric poets are brought into com

parison, what are the questions which we discuss? To which one

belongs the credit for having been the first to adapt the Aeolic

measures to Latin verse? Which has the more perfect meters?

Wherein consists the curiosa felicitas of Horace that makes Catul

lus seem crude and unpolished beside the master? What of the

Alexandrianism in Catullus that mars his fiery spontaneous utter

ances? Shall we not rather ask what these poets mean, what

their message was to their people and to mankind? Let us grant

that Catullus was crude,—and praise him for the vigor of it; let

us grant that Horace was perfect in expression,—and praise him

for the grace of it,—but let us get on to understand and to value

what they had to say.

For another illustration we need only recall how discussion

wages its wars about the Augustan elegy, condemning Propertius

to second place because he did not possess the skill and ease in

meter or the simplicity and felicity of expression which Tibullus

possessed, although he had more to say, and matter of a more

universal and fundamental nature. We need only recall the

criticism of elegy's conventionalities, and the fruitless efforts to

decide whether we shall name given parts of it elegy or pastoral

or pastoral elegy. Did not Tibullus really mean to write pastoral

poetry and make a mistake and slip into conventional elegy ? Let
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us by all means spend all of our time dividing the works of these

poets into books. Let us destroy the sincerity of their experience

by reducing them to formal praeceptores amoris.

In the same way criticism seizes upon prose, and cares more

for the fact that Cato was the first to use Latin for history

writing than for all that he discovered when he investigated the

beginnings of Roman history itself; cares more to analyse Cicero's

orations into the formal rhetorical divisions, to reduce his periods

to metrical schemes, and to learn the secrets of his inimitable

style, than to search out the content of his vast work and its

meaning to his time and generation. And for Livy, do we not

make more of the transitional character of his language than of

the humanness of his glorious story?

The second axiom states that the literature is utilitarian. So

it is, and there is at once suggested to our minds the didactic

character of Eoman poetry. Must it follow that, if the bulk

of it is didactic, then every instance of it is also didactic? In

our theory we deny to poetry the right to any purpose except

to please, and yet we spend our energies in attempts to fix upon

each and every Roman poet a definite practical object so as to

bring him in line with our quod erat demonstrandum. It is

truly difficult to read with sober face the assertion that even the

lyric poems of Catullus reveal a practical purpose. We make

it impossible to enjoy thoroughly the great epic of Vergil by

constantly harping on the political object for which he wrote it,—

an element which was wholly incidental, surely, and which was

no doubt forced upon the poet against his artist's judgment

by the cold necessity of the times in which he lived. And now

we would turn Horace into an advertising agent of a wine company.

I remember with what a sense of respect for vast learning I

listened to profound lectures on the question of Tacitus's object

in writing the Germania,—whether the Germania was a pre

liminary study for his history, or a guide book made for use

on an imminent military expedition, or a means of advertising

his name in order to get a hearing for later utterances. And

I recall how trivial seemed my own theory that he merely wanted
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to write an essay on a subject he was interested in. Roman

literature is didactic and utilitarian, it is true, but was there

never among that great practical people a single true artist?

Did no one of them ever feel the pressure of a great thought

or of a deep emotion seeking to find expression for its own sake

and for no political reason on the face of the earth.

It is in the third axiom that we find the greatest absurdities,

and possibly, also, the secret of the whole deadening process of

current criticism.

Eoman literature is imitative, and its model is Greek literature.

It has consequently become the chief business of the literary

historian, not to reveal the content and the progress of Roman

literature, but to show its development out of its Greek models,

to differentiate the influence of ancient Greek productions and

that of Alexandrian productions, and to speculate on what the

literature of the Romans might have been had it escaped contact

with the Greeks. It has become the chief business of a specialist

in a given branch to unearth the Greek sources for every division

of his subject, to point out the slightest resemblances, and to

condemn the most insignificant deviations. Is there not present

before our eyes the vision of whole alcoves of writings on the

Greek sources of this, that, and the other author? It has become

the chief business of the commentators to reduce every passage

to a more or less exact reproduction of a like passage in Greek

literature. I call to mind a comment of Friedrich to the effect

that a certain simile in Catullus was derived from Homer or

from Aeschylus ; but he suggests, since neither passage was exactly

reproduced, that possibly Catullus made use of " contaminatio."

This is a practice which is carried to incredible extremes.

There is never an epithet used by a Roman poet which is not

said to be borrowed from a Greek source. Similes, metaphors,

figures of all sorts are gathered from Greek to be used by the

Romans in the expression of thoughts which the Romans never

had. Did they all, like Gallus, have slaves for the purpose?

If one wished to say the sun was setting, would one be forced to

say the sun was rising, if one could not find a Greek passage
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in which " was setting " was used of the sun ? We take peculiar

delight in coming across such beautiful words as " and " and " is "

and "but" and "for"; because we have a feeling that they at

least were used originally, even though they did exist in the

Greek model. And thank God for such a phrase as " forum

Romanum."

We are to believe that the poets of Rome were merely makers

of crazy quilts, and never so much as had a single stray patch

of their own. I have tried to picture to myself a Roman poet

at work. There is no inspiration, no spontaneity. He coldly

determines the definite political or economic object to be achieved,

whether he intends to write love lyrics, epic story, or moral

essays. He then selects his form according to the rules of time-

honored tradition, and practices his meters until he has them down

pat. Next he spreads before him his material as collected from

the Greek poets, reads until he is saturated, writes as long as

he can remember the words and phrases he has been reading,

then makes further selection from his models to string together

in his work of formal art. And when he can no longer find

passages in the Greek which fit the thought he is trying to manu

facture, he pushes his manuscript away, stretches and yawns, and

goes off to read his production to Maecenas.

Each of these crazy quilt makers could manufacture, of course,

but a single square. When we put together the individual squares

we get the whole immense crazy quilt of Latin literature. The

imitation was slavish, and yet no mortal man ever found the

Roman quilt even remotely like the model after which it was

patterned. What a hopeless botch it was! And what a silly

thing a crazy quilt is to put so much time upon.

Such illustrations are, of course, intentionally exaggerated in

order to give emphasis to the point of view. It is not maintained

that there is no more profound criticism than this, but that the

great bulk of it is misleading because based upon a narrow founda

tion of three generalizations which are given a far too sweeping

application.

If we turn now from their application to the hypotheses them
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selves, we shall find suggestions, I think, which will reduce, to

a great degree, the chance of error in our deductions.

First, we shall observe, as already remarked, that while the

qualities emphasized in the generalizations are all obvious and

pronounced characteristics of Latin literature, they are not broad

enough to sum up completely so complex a thing as the art which

they describe. It is not enough to estimate a poet by the ex

ternal criteria of form, utility, and source of material. The

personal element in each case must remain the chief guide to

genuine understanding. The immediate environment, the con

temporary forces and impulses, the spontaneous feeling—so much

neglected,—should receive attention equally with the character

istic national point of view of the writer. We are never justified

in taking out the soul and leaving only the body. We lose our

perspective when we regard that which is merely an obvious trait

as the whole secret of interpretation.

Furthermore, it is clear that criticism springing from such

generalizations is essentially negative. To say that Latin litera

ture is formal, utilitarian, and borrowed, is to indicate a lack of

value rather than a value. These qualities are but shortcomings,

and a statement of them alone leaves us unsatisfied. The negative,

destructive point of view fails totally to tell us what the literature

really is. Let us admit that the literature lays its main emphasis

upon form: what then? We still have no knowledge of what

it is. Granted that it is utilitarian: what then? We demand

an explanation of that phenomenal genius which could employ so

many various and widely different tools for the fulfilment of the

same purposes, and we still continue to call for the content beneath

the form. We concede, too, that the literature was imitative ; for

every Eoman poet we admit a Greek model. Vergil is a slavish

imitator of Homer, Hesiod, Theocritus : did ever a single soul find

him at all like Homer, Hesiod, or Theocritus ? Could one possibly

mistake the Aeneid for the Iliad? Are they not essentially different

in almost every particular? When applied as a test to explain

this difference, the hopeless inadequacy of our generalizations

becomes at once apparent. Homer furnished Vergil with his
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material and traditional form, Homer surely equalled Vergil in

all matters of expression: we must conclude, then, that the only

fundamental difference is to be found in the practical utilitarian

character of the Aeneid.

Finally, these axiomatic generalizations are, of course, expres

sions of a comparative viewpoint. Latin literature is formal

as compared with Greek; utilitarian as compared with Greek;

imitative of the Greek. Criticism could never make much pro

gress if deprived of its method of comparison. Eeference to a

standard is the most elementary and most essential step in criti

cism. But that standard must be not only the best, but also the

broadest possible. Criticism of Latin literature has narrowed

itself down to the single standard of Greek literature—which is

the best possible standard—and has been unable to look upon

its object through any other spectacles. Latin literature is of

course saturated through and through with Greek form and

thought and ideals, and it would indeed be difficult to understand

it without reference to the Greek. But for all that it is not

Greek; it would be hard to find another literature which is so

radically different from Greek. Since this is the case, surely we

must sometimes use other spectacles in order to magnify those

things which the Greek spectacles fail to make plain.

Truth lies between extremes. We have long interpreted by

means of the extreme reference to Greek standards. Should we

not now make the effort to read Latin literature apart from the

Greek, even going to the other extreme of ignoring the Greek

influence altogether for a time, to see what new understanding

could be reached through reference to other standards.

In the Bevival of Learning Latin literature came first. I can

imagine the delight of those first discoverers of the rare old

literature, who read it in ignorance of the extent of its Greek

obligations. There were many passages which they could not

understand, no doubt, but there were also, surely, a freshness and

a beauty which were not marred by axiomatic hypotheses of

inferiority. To them the literature expressed perfectly the Roman :

to us it expresses imperfectly the imitated Greek. But even in
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the days of Boccaccio and Petrarch there were very few sympa

thetic readers. Latin authors were read for the most part as

text books for grammar and rhetoric. The mystic found food

to feed upon in his Vergil, but grammatical investigation relegated

to the background the content of most of the others. The intrinsic

values of the content of the literature were not determined. Then

suddenly rose the brilliant light of Greek literature, and the

everlasting shadow of undeniable inferiority settled down upon

Latin literature. From that time on it has been studied only

with reference to the finer Greek productions. We have let our

wheels sink into a deep rut, and we find it so difficult to pull out

that we no longer make the attempt.

It would be no light task to separate the Greek from the

Roman. It would not be easy to read in ignorance of the Greek.

But the reward would be well worth while.
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